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 The purpose of this action is to incorporate 

provisions to allow carryover of portions of ACLs 

that were uncaught due to landings uncertainty 

and management limitations, and to modify the 

framework procedure to allow carryover and other 

changes to operate in a timely manner.

 The need is to incorporate the flexibility allowed 

under the October 2016 revisions to the NS1 

guidelines.



 Action 1: Eligibility for a Carryover 

Provision for Managed Reef Fish and 

CMP Stocks in the Gulf

 Action 2: Parameters for Applying the 

Carryover Provision to Stocks 

managed under IFQ Programs in the 

Gulf

 Action 3: Establishment of a Fixed 

Buffer between the ABC and the OFL 

under the Carryover Provision

 Action 4: Modify the Framework 

Procedures for Gulf Council FMPs



 Carryover controls:

 Carryover applies to the smallest divisible managed portion 

(individual fishing sector, component(s), zone(s) or gear) from 

which the remaining ACL or quota went unharvested. 

 If the combined sector landings exceed the sector ACL or the 

stock ACL, there will be no carryover.

 Carryover cannot result in an ABC greater than the OFL.

 Carryover will only be an underage of the original ACL, not 

the adjusted ACL.



• Alternative 1: No Action 

• No carryover provision

• If it isn’t caught, it’s foregone yield

• ACL closes when landings are met or projected to be met

• Alternative 2: Create carryover for Reef Fish and CMP, except:

• Option 2a: stocks in rebuilding plans

• Option 2b: stocks which are overfished

• Option 2c: stocks which didn’t have an ACL closure

• Option 2d: stock components managed under an IFQ

• Option 2e: stocks without a peer-reviewed assessment

• Option 2f: stocks managed with the SAFMC via 

apportionment



 Any carryover does not proportionally benefit the 

shareholder; it would go back into the commercial ACL 

and be redistributed by share ownership percentage

 IFQ program specifically designed to avoid ACL closures

 Much lower degree of landings and management uncertainty

 Alternative 1:  No Action – no additional parameters for IFQ 

species will be applied if those species are eligible per Action 1



 Alternative 2: If an IFQ program species is eligible for a 

carryover under Action 1, then the unused portion of the 

commercial ACL for that species will be carried over to the 

following fishing year so long as it amounts to less than:

 Option 2a:  2% of the total commercial ACL 

 Option 2b:  5% of the total commercial ACL

 Option 2c:  10% of the total commercial ACL

 Alternative 2 carries quota over so long as the unused portion 

is below a preset threshold.



 Alternative 3: If an IFQ program species is eligible for a 

carryover under Action 1, then the amount to be carried over to 

the following fishing year will be equal to:

 Option 3a: Either the unused portion of the commercial ACL or 2% of 

the commercial ACL for that species, whichever is less

 Option 3b: Either the unused portion of the commercial ACL or 5% of 

the commercial ACL for that species, whichever is less

 Option 3c: Either the unused portion of the commercial ACL 10% of the 

or commercial ACL for that species, whichever is less

 Alternative 3 caps the amount of carryover at a preset level.



 Grouper-Tilefish share categories are set at 

the ACT, not the ACL

 There will always be a portion of the commercial 

ACL that cannot be captured.

 Red snapper is set at the ACL.

 For IFQ species, any carryover will be by 

share category and not individual species



 Alternative 1: No Action – Do not establish a fixed buffer 

between the ABC and the OFL under the carryover provision.

 Alternative 2: Establish a fixed buffer between the ABC and 

the OFL under the carryover provision in the Gulf (as described 

in Action 1).  The portion of the ACL carried over will be added 

to the following year’s ABC, but may not exceed a percentage 

of the OFL, to prevent overfishing.  If the ABC is greater than a 

percentage of the OFL before any carryover, there will be no 

carryover.

 Option 2a:  The ABC may not exceed 99% of the OFL

 Option 2b:  The ABC may not exceed 98% of the OFL

 Option 2c:  The ABC may not exceed XX% of the OFL

 50 CFR 600.310(F)(4)(i)



 Alternative 1:  No Action – keep the current procedures. 

 Alternative 2:  Allow SERO to adjust the ABC, ACL, ACT, and 

quota for a stock or stock component to account for carryover 

of the unused portion of the ACL (as derived from the ABC set 

by the ABC control rule).

 Alternative 3:  Modify the abbreviated framework procedures 

for Reef Fish, CMP, Coral, Spiny Lobster, and Shrimp to allow 

specification of an ABC recommended by the SSC based on 

results of a new stock assessment and using the ABC control 

rule.




